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Demonstrate an understanding of addition to 20 & the corresponding subtraction (concretely, pictorially, symbolically 
* use familiar language to describe additive and subtractive actions         * create & solve problems in context 

*model using variety of concrete and visual representations and record symbolically  (flip cards)
 subtraction is not just take away, it is the inverse and related to part whole understandings. Do not separate subtraction.

Put together, take apart, describe the parts.

 Estimate quantities to 20 using referents. 
Not possible without imagery linked to number symbols

Demonstrate an understanding of counting  last number said identifies “how many”       
any set has only one count                use counting on (how and when?)       

use parts or equal groups to count sets

Represent and describe numbers to 20, concretely, pictorially and symbolically. 
*Compare sets up to 20 elements use referents   one to one correspondence

 *Identify the number that is one more, one less, two more, two less 
than a given number to solve problems

*Demonstrate an understanding of conservation
*Describe equality  & inequality as balance             *Record equalities using the equal symbol 

Say sequences  0 to 100
2s forward to 20       5s, 10s forward and backward to 100

1s backward from 20      1s forward between any two numbers to 
100

Decades before teens!  Link to materials to engage reasoning!
This is pattern but curriculum does not identify growth patterns in Grade 

one? 

Understand, describe, apply mental mathematics strategies for addition & related subtraction to 18          
related means think addition for subtraction inverses are not a "strategy" they are a property of number

How many 
ways can 
ChunkZ fit?

inverses	
expressions	

equal	

reasoning	
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Replicate composite 2D and 3D shapes and objects.
Compare 2D shapes to parts of 3D objects in environment

Demonstrate understanding measurement  as comparing:
 identify attributes to compare    

Sort 2D shapes & 3D objects (1 attribute) 
explain the sort "rule".

Vocabulary:

Sort sets of objects using 1 attribute 
explain the sort "rule".

Subitize & name arrangements to 10
Demonstrate understanding conservation

Represent, describe numbers to 10
Compare sets  to 10 elements 

*use referents  * one to one correspondence
*parts and equal groups

Demonstrate understanding measurement as comparing:   
* order objects    * make statements  of compare  

* fill      * cover     * match        
   

Demonstrate understanding repeating 
patterns (3-5 elements) 

 *describe   * extend    *compare   * create

Describe equality as a balance inequality as imbalance, concretely and pictorially                                           
Record using the equal symbol  

Equal applies to all  measures. Number is a measure of quantity. 
We also compare lengths, weights, volumes, time.                                     

Physical skills: 
Trace  Fit   Fold   Build    Balance
Follow paths   Construct

Vocabulary:
right      left     up     down     horizontal     vertical      
slide (translate)      flip (reflect)     rotate (turn)     right     
left      on the diagonal      upside down  above    below     
randomly arranged         row     column     edge    side      
face    area      vertex       parallel       perpendicular     
length/height/width/depth      perimeter

I use the idea of the story but adapt it. 
Instead of counting by ones, snake finds mice 
in 2s and 3s. Build expressions for  5s and 
10. Problem solve with missing mice. 
Inverses and equations.

I use the idea of the story but adapt it. 
Compare names, use name as measuring 
tool.
Problem solve with pockets and charms. 

Every 2 pages is a combination of 5. Develop 
fiveness and "facts for 5" . Expressions first, 
then move to equations to meet outcome(?)

Frederick 

Chrysanthemum 
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equal not equal

2 3
4 5
6 =
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+ vertical

equation right

explain left

focus build


